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Our last Impulse Network quarterly 
wrapped up the year 2021, and with that, 
we also had to say goodbye to some 
amazing team members that have shaped 
our initiative at the heart through all the 
past year‘s challenges. Going back to a 
physical Impulse Summit, coordinating 170 
participants and organizing a whole week 
of exciting and inspiring activities, only 
to name a few of their accomplishments, 
we can‘t thank them enough for the work 
they have put in. At the same time, their 
work has paved the way for the new 2022 
Impulse Network Team. We are thrilled 
to welcome back old and new team 
members to the initiative, embarking on a 
year-long journey that ends with hosting 
our flagship event, the Impulse Summit. 
We had the chance to get to know many 
motivated and promising students and in 
the end accepted 15 HSG students into 
the Impulse Program. The team carries 
full responsibility for hosting this year‘s 
conference, global talents journey, start-
up selection, campus activities, and much 
more. Throughout the year, they will 

also receive guidance and support from 
Impulse Network board members and our 
Alumni Network. This special year, the 
fifth anniversary of hosting the Impulse 
Summit, also brings some structural 
changes for the initiative‘s leadership. 
Sophie Stopp, a true Impulse Network 
original having joined the initiative in 2018, 
is leading the board as our new managing 
director. With her previous experience 
and bright personality, we have gained a 
valuable addition to the leadership team. 
Furthermore, this year‘s Impulse Program 
is led by two new presidents, Nele Seitz 
and Leon Schuler. Aside from the overall 
responsibility, we are in charge of the 
activities of the network, events, and 
marketing team. With work experience 
from the Impulse Network and the sports 
business industry, we are optimistic and 
excited for a successful year driving 
valuable impulses for change. In the name 
of the entire Impulse Network team, we 
would like to welcome you to join us on our 
journey.

Impulse Summit Jubilee 
Team takes Office

ABOUT US
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The relevance of sustainability rises. From 
trends in society, opportunities for orga-
nisations arise. While the relevance and 
untapped potential of sustainability for 
different businesses differs, there seems 
to be increasing benefits of a structured 
process for sustainability. While many or-
ganisations have developed ideas to fos-
ter sustainability, there is a long way to go 
to reach the prominent SDGs set by the 
UN in 2015.

Organisations want to foster sustainabili-
ty in the first place to deal with key risks 
in the next 10 years including but not li-
mited to water crisis, climate change, 
extreme weather events, food crisis and 
social instability. Such developments can 
endanger organisations, because of the 
consequences for established business 

The Impulse Network platforms are based 
on the core topics concerning the initiati-
ve. Each platform sets its own focus point 
from where it aims to address the current 
challenges and opportunities within the 
sports industry to create valuable impul-
ses for change that are based on the ves-
sel of sports. 

As part of the platform Society & Social 
Responsibility, a team of six students de-
veloped a first framework to connect sus-
tainability and sponsoring. 

Find the full version of the whitepaper 
here:

impulse.network/sustainable-sponsoring/

APPROACH FOR SUSTAINABLE SPONSORING

APPROACH FOR SUSTAI-
NABLE SPONSORING 

https://impulse.network/sustainable-sponsoring/
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The untapped potential of a sustainable 
approach beyond preventing stated risks 
includes business cases behind sustaina-
bility and sustainable sponsoring, suppor-
ted by research. Building on the increasing 
relevance of sustainability, businesses 
promote sustainability to leverage untap-
ped potential in at least 5 ways. 1.) Faci-
litate top line growth, 2.) reduce costs, 
3.) reduce regulatory and legal inter-
ventions, 4.) drive employee productivi-
ty uplift, and 5.) optimise an organisation 
́s investment and capital expenditures.  
 
As organisations have found ways to deal 
with their direct touchpoints with sus-
tainability to tackle the mentioned risks, 
they can start to look at rather indirect 
fields of impact in their wider spheres of 
operation. A field in which no framework 
or structured approach exists yet relates 
to the field of sponsoring. The perspec-
tive of existing sustainability frameworks 
can be integrated to derive an actionable 
code of conduct for sustainable sponso-
ring. By doing so, four broad dimensions 
were identified, contributing to increase 
accountability and enhance transparen-
cy on their contribution to sustainable 
development: 1.) Economic, 2.) Environ-
mental, 3.) Social and 4.) Governance. In 
turn, each dimension can be differentia-
ted in three to five sub-dimensions which 
in turn are framed through several KPIs.  
 

Concerning methodology, the project 
team conducted the project in a two-
pronged approach. First, an extensive re-
search of the status quo in approaches, 
benchmarks, and available code of con-
ducts, assessments and frameworks in 
sponsoring and sustainability was con-
ducted. Second, a code of conduct (i.e. 
framework) was framed based on both 
research findings and expert interviews.  
 
In this regard one critical factor for a struc-
tured sustainable sponsoring approach is 
a thorough assessment. A possible mea-
surement process for the four dimensions 
could be implemented on a scale from 
1-10, resulting in an overall score of sustai-
nability in sponsoring. Nonetheless, there 
are at least three challenges on the way to 
implement a Code of Conduct for Sustai-
nable Sponsoring: 1.) transparency for the 
gathering of information from sponsored 
organisations, 2.) final specification and 
agreement for a framework, 3.) compara-
bility of organisations‘ sustainable spon-
soring ambitions. Thus, the gathering, as-
sessment and comparison of data for all 
partners across the sponsorship landsca-
pe are the challenge. To meet such chal-
lenges and to establish a final overarching 
version of a code of conduct for sustaina-
ble sponsoring, a cooperation between or-
ganisations with different viewpoints and 
requirements must be stimulated.
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very exciting and wanted to get further 
involved. Since sports has been a part 
of my life for a long time, I wanted to 
combine my interest with my studies 
and gain knowledge about the sports 
industry and find out if it would interest 
me further and if it would be something 
for my future. 

To what extent does the initiative sup-
port you in balancing sports and your 
work?

Internships are rather complicated in 
my situation if you always train during 
the week and have games. In addition, 
the weekends and semester breaks 
are also mostly blocked by games. 
The Sports Business Club makes it pos-
sible not to miss training and games 
(they are very understanding in this 
regard). Nevertheless, you get the op-
portunity to gain your first professional 
experience, to develop and get involved 
alongside your studies.

 

Joel Weiss has been playing ice hockey 
for over 16 years. This includes competiti-
ve sports for six years with up to five trai-
ning sessions and two games per week.  
In his career he has played for the teams 
EHC Winterthur, EHC Kloten and EHC 
Frauenfeld.This year he also decided to 
join the Sports Business Club to organize 
the Impulse Summit 2022. In a short inter-
view, he tells us about the balance bet-
ween sports and work.

What is your current academic back-
ground? 

Before my studies, I attended the Päda-
gogische Maturitätsschule Kreuzlingen 
(Swiss Olympic Partner School), where 
I focused on sports and arts. After com-
pleting my Matura in 2020, I started my 
studies at the University of St. Gallen. 
 
What was your first point of contact 
with the Impulse Network?

My first contact with the Impulse Net-
work was through the Industry Projects, 
where I was part of the project team for 
Team Suisse (a Sporthilfe Schweiz initi-
ative) with the topic „Benchmarking for 
athlete sponsorship“. This allowed me 
to gain my first professional experien-
ce. It can otherwise be challenging as 
an athlete to find a flexible „employer“ 
because of all the training and games.  

Why did you finally decide to organi-
ze the Impulse Summit as part of the 
Sports Business Club team?

I found the project and the challenge

SPORTS & ENGAGEMENT 
A Q&A with Joel Weiss 

SPORTS & ENGAGEMENT
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S U M M I T

03. - 04. November 2022
SQUARE, St. Gallen

SAVE THE DATE
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